[Refractory heart failure. Models of hospital, ambulatory, and home management].
Chronic heart failure is an enormous and growing public health problem and is reaching epidemic proportions. Its economic impact is dramatic; two thirds of expenses are for hospitalizations and relatively little is being spent for medications and outpatient visits. Most of the hospitalizations, deaths and costs are incurred by a relatively small minority of patients who may be described as having "complex", "advanced", "refractory" or "end-stage" heart failure; however, in essence they are patients who have severe symptoms and/or recurrent hospitalizations and/or emergency department visits despite maximal oral therapy. Many of the recommendations regarding the management of these patients are based more on experience than on evidence from controlled trials. This, because such patients require an individualized therapy which limits their inclusion in large trials and because support is less easily available when testing specific strategies than when testing specific agents. Improving the treatment of this group of patients by optimizing their medical regimen, aggressive monitoring and providing early intervention to avert heart failure can reduce their morbidity, mortality and costs of care. Refractory heart failure is not a single disease and it is extremely unlikely that all patients should be treated in a similar manner; before selecting the appropriate therapy, the clinician must categorize and profile the patient. The first step should be a re-evaluation of the previous treatment because many patients are treated suboptimally. It is also important to identify reversible or precipitating factors. For patients with advanced heart failure, the initial goal of therapy is to improve symptoms; the next goal is to maintain the improvement and to prevent later deterioration. The appropriate treatment plan will reflect the presence of comorbidities, the patients' history regarding previous responses to therapy, their own expectations with regard to daily life. The most common symptoms causing hospitalizations are those related to congestion; the distinction between the rising filling pressures and low cardiac output puts the focus on the adjustment of further medical therapy. The persistence of congestion confers a worse prognosis and urgency for the consideration of surgical therapies. It has been repeatedly shown that in case of heart failure, fewer hospitalizations and lower costs are necessary after referral to programs that provide multidisciplinary care. This care includes heart failure physician specialists with specifically trained clinical nurses. Other important components of a comprehensive management program for advanced heart failure are patient education, rehabilitation and the availability of adequate social service. We have entered a difficult era marked by a collision course between increasing scientific discoveries and restricted resources; a better care for heart failure, integrating improved medical practice with the necessity of bearing the financial pressures in mind, constitutes a great opportunity for medicine.